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Abstract— Wireless Mobile Ad-hoc network is upcoming next generation technology. The foremost 
reason to be the popularity of MANET is its infrastructure less nature. MANET is a group of wireless 
mobile nodes which are connected wirelessly. Nodes may be highly mobile because the beauty of wireless 
network (like MANET or cellular system) lies in mobility. But due to this mobility of nodes, the topology 
of the node and network changed frequently. This frequent change topology affect to the communication 
between nodes. If nodes are within the range of each other they can communicate properly but if nodes 
are not in the range of each other, communication will not be possible smoothly or even ongoing 
communication may be disrupt or lost. So there is a need to develop and design a mechanism or system 
that can handle such types of situation and prevent communication failure or frequent link failure. In the 
present work a novel booster mechanism approach is proposed to overcome such situation or Link 
failure. In the proposed Approach, the level of the Power at both the Transmitter as well as Receiver is 
measured in order to maintain communication smooth between the nodes. If one node is moving away 
from the communicating node then both moving node will measure its receiving power with respect to the 
distance and if its current power level reaches the threshold level it switched “ON” its Booster and at the 
same time it send a message to source node which contains received power level of moving node due to 
this ,that  source node also “ON” its Booster  and thus both nodes connect together to protect  the link 
failure during that mobility. The Booster Approach is a novel concept in the direction of   smooth 
communication in dynamic or wireless environment in Mobile Ad hoc Network. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Mobile Adhoc Network is a wireless multihop, self organizing, and infrastructure less future technology.  
MANET has lot of application like in sensor network, tactical network, home network, emergency network and 
vehicle network etc.Though much progress has been done in MANET but there are still, various 
issues/challenges like dynamic topology, security, Node Mobility, limited battery backup ,limited bandwidth 
and Routing Protocols . In adhoc network the communication take place with mobile nodes and hence at the 
time of communication node which is mobile may be goes out from the network premises and communication 
may be disrupt or lost because of link failure between those communicating nodes [2][3].  The mobile 
environment also produces the significant challenges in the communication between nodes.  Because the nature 
of nodes is mobile all the time, battery consumption is more which affect to the communication link and 
stability to the network which should be maintain properly during mobility. The presented proposed approach 
prevents communication failure or loss during node mobility. In the propose novel Booster Technique, a Booster 
is a smart device which works automatically with the help of some algorithm. It will check threshold level of 
node’s Tx and Rx power level and distance between Transmitter and Receiver.  In case if mobile nodes are 
losing range of each other at the time of ongoing communication, the algorithm “ON” the booster. After the 
activation of booster the mobile nodes can carry their ongoing communication without link failure. The Booster 
Approach may be very helpful in mobile and hostile wireless Ad hoc Network. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A mobile adhoc network is known as multihop network i.e. from the source to destination the communication is 
take place with the help of intermediate nodes. The technique which decide route from source to destination in 
mobile adhoc network is called routing protocol. Due to the mobility of nodes, the topology of the network 
change frequently, hence route between nodes also changed. Routing is one of the major challenges in MANET 
[9]. Routing protocols [7] support maximum reliability by selecting a route if a node fails or leave the network. 
It route network traffic through the path with least cost in the network by minimizing the actual length between 
source and destination through and provide the best possible throughput path and delay. Routing in MANET can 
be classified in many ways [9] such as proactive and reactive. Proactive routing protocol maintains route 
continuously within the network even there is no communication in the network .Proactive routing is good for 
small cluster[11}.On other side reactive protocol establish route on demand basis [8] and convenient way for 
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managing large network[12]. So The algorithm which divides large network into small network is called 
clustering. Clustering scheme has one backbone node which is called Cluster Head (CH) [18] .CH is responsible 
to the smooth communication in the cluster. 

III. PROPOSED APPROACH 

In the proposed smart booster approach, assuming that each node in Mobile Adhoc Network is booster enabled, 
a threshold value is used to activate and deactivate the booster. The threshold value is related to strength of 
signal below which communication between two nodes may be lost or fail. All the nodes in the cluster send the 
performance table to the cluster head (CH) as shown in Fig.1.  On the basis of efficiency the CH assign the task 
to the nodes in the cluster. If any node goes out from the cluster and receiving a low signal (equivalent to link 
failed) as shown in Fig.4., then outgoing node checks the value of signal strength, if signal strength is less than 
threshold value then booster becomes active, the booster amplifies the signal, the node which is connected to 
outgoing node also activate its booster .  The proposed approach is good particularly for reliable communication 
in the cluster or outside the cluster. Using booster technique overall performance may be increased. 

IV. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

In Mobile Adhoc Network node speed cannot be restrict i.e they are free to move anywhere. In the proposed 
approach cluster Head (CH) attempts to tie up with cluster member node within its cluster, through the use of 
booster mechanism. So in the proposed model we developed a mechanism for booster RF approach. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1. Node2 is moving out of the CH range  

In proposed method three metric parameters are taken into consideration. 

1. Distance between communicating node 

2. Tx Power level 

3. Threshold level (Rx power level) 

According to Friis free equation as shown in equation (1) 

 ……………………                                                                                                                                                       …………..      (1) 

In ad hoc wireless communication a single hop ( The max.250m distance between two nodes) ,By analysing 
the table 1 and table 2,we observe that  as distance increase Tx power level increase while Rx power level 
decrease. 
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TABLE 1.  TRANSMISSION POWER AND CORRESPONDING TRANSMISSION RANGE OF A NODE 

Transmission Power (dB) Distance (m) power level 

20.50 50 1 

25.82 100 2 

38.15 150 3 

45.51 200 4 

50.00 250 5 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.4. link failure between node CH and node 2 

Table 2.  RECEIVE POWER AND CORRESPONDING DISTANCE 

Receive Power (Threshold Level) (dbm) Distance (m) Power level 

-90 50 1 

-92 100 2 

-95 150 3 

-98 200 4 

-100 250 5 

In Fig.1. There are 5 nodes. Cluster Head(CH) is communicating to node 2.At the same time node2 is moving 
away from the node CH, due to this mobility the communication link between node CH and node2 break and the 
ongoing communication can be disrupt or fail as shown in Fig 4. To prevent this link failure or communication, 
we have to increase the Power (Strength) level of both nodes with the help of smart booster Mechanism.  In the 
proposed approach, the Power levels at both the nodes (Tx & Rx) is increased in order to maintain 
communication between communicating nodes in the network Before switching “ON” the booster, the power 
level  of the node is measure with the help of Message packet(MEP). MEP packets Exchange the data between 
nodes including Rx power level. After comparing the power level with threshold power level which is required 
for smooth communication between two intend nodes and if current Rx power level reaches the Threshold level 
they will activate their booster respectively.  

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

In the given Fig.1 node 2 is moving away far from node CH so as per the Tabl.3 if the distance increases 
between two nodes, Rx power level decreases. After a certain time if node2 Rx power level reaches at the 
threshold power level 100 dBm as shown in Fig.3. then its Booster activated  automatically and at the same time 
node 2 send MEP packets to node CH,informing its Rx power level status to node CH. 

As node CH receive this MEP packet its Booster will be automatically activated with the help of algorithm and 
both the nodes reconnect as shown in Fig.5. 
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Fig.2. Transmission power Vs Distance 

Fig.  3. Received power Vs Distance 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5. Communication between CH and node2 after the  Booster “ON” 
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VI. CONCLUSION/FUTURE WORK 

In the proposed approach, the booster mechanism  tie up two nodes to each other when communication is going 
on in the network or cluster  by measuring Transmitter power level, Receiver power level  and distance between 
the nodes. Hence proposed approach provides a good solution to tie up two mobile nodes which go out of each 
other range due to mobility and due to which ongoing communication lost in the network. Hence through the 
Booster mechanism approach, network efficiency, reliability and overall performance of the network is 
increased. The proposed is a new direction in the better communication in wireless mobile adhoc network. The 
future work may include designing of low weighted and less battery consumption enabled boosters and 
optimization of booster. 
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